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What exactly is forensics?
? Forensics is the application of a broad 
spectrum of sciences to answer questions of 
interest in the legal system. 
? A field comprised of many disciplines  
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Example Sub-divisions
? Pathologist: Medical examiners
? Anthropology: Identification of 
remains
? Entomology: Decomposition in 
relation to insects
? Odontology: Tooth enamel as 
identification 
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Basic Stages: Crime Scene Search
? Approach the scene
? Secure & Protect the scene
? Initiate preliminary survey
? Evaluate physical evidence possibilities
? Prepare narrative description
? Depict scene photographically/video
? Prepare diagram / sketch the scene
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Basic Stages Continued:
? Conduct detailed search
? Record and collect physical evidence
? Conduct final survey
? Release Crime Scene
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Physical Evidence Analysis
? Is concerned with the recognition, 
identification, comparison, 
individualization, interpretation and 
reconstruction of evidence.
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Physical evidence examination can :
?Link a suspect with the victim
? Link a person to a crime scene
? Link an object to a crime
? Disprove or support witness 
testimony
? Identify a person
? Aid in the Reconstruction of a 
crime
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Project Objectives
? Breaking forensics down into a 
science concentrating on
>Fingerprints
>DNA Typing 
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Fingerprint Classification
? Three basic patterns
1. Arch
2. Loop
3. Whorl
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Fingerprints…its all in the 
touch
? Age old technique beginning in 1892
? First forensic discipline of professional 
certification
? Remains the most commonly used 
forensic evidence worldwide
? Outperforms any other identification 
system
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“Every Contact Leaves a Trace”
(Locard)
? Latent: Accidental impression hidden from the 
naked eye
? Patent: Impression seen through the 
transference of materials
? Plastic: Impression deposited into a material 
LATENT PRINTS
Not everything is as it 
seems…
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Methods of Obtaining Prints
? Tape: Lifting 
? Powder: Magnetic 
? Fuming: Cyanacrylate
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Finger Facts
? No two fingerprints have ever been found 
to be identical between individuals 
? There are over 40 million ten digit print 
cards in the criminal data base
? Data base IAFIS
? This is 20x the amount of DNA  files 
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DNA Typing
(deoxyribonucleic acid)
? Began in 1986 in Britain
? Genetic calling card or architectural blueprint
? Found within blood, hair, bone, semen, tissue, 
tooth pulp, and saliva
? Relatively stable 
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DNA’s role within Forensics 
? Helps piece together events of crime, link 
and identify individuals
? More powerful than any other biochemical 
analysis
? Fast results
? Precise conviction 
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DNA Facts
? Two databases, national index NDIS 
and international CODIS
? Approximately 3.7 million profiles within 
all databases as of December ’06
? Can be processed through many 
different number coded techniques 
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DNA at Work
? Following the events of 9/11 DNA was the 
primary aid in identifying victims
? 2,749 people missing
? >300 bodies intact
? 20,730 fragments of remains
? 1-196 body parts per a person
? 1,598 people identified (53%)
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Semester Adventures

RI STATE CRIME LABORATORY
? ADMINISTRATION
• DENNIS & HELEN
? LATENT PRINT SECTION
• ED & MARK
? TRACE SECTION
• AMY & KIM
? FIREARMS SECTION
• BOB & LAWRENCE
Criminal Investigation: Scientific Evidence
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“Wherever he steps, whatever he touches, whatever he leaves, 
even unconsciously, will serve as a silent witness against him. 
Not only his fingerprints or his footprints, but his hair, the 
fibers from his clothes, the glass he breaks, the tool mark he 
leaves, the paint he scratches, the blood or semen he deposits 
or collects. All of these and more, bear mute witness against 
him. This is evidence that does not forget. It is not confused 
by the excitement of the moment. It is not absent because 
human witnesses are. It is factual evidence. Physical evidence 
cannot be wrong, it cannot perjure itself, it cannot be wholly 
absent. Only human failure to find it, study and understand it, 
can diminish its value”. 
- Professor Edmond Locard
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